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1. Bakground

Reall:

If there are sequential syntati levels Li, Li+1, then operations applying at Li will in-

variably preede operations applying at Li+1; onsequently, Li-operations feed and bleed

Li+1-operations, whereas Li+1-operations ounter-feed and ounter-bleed Li-operations.

Observation:

Exatly the same kinds of e�ets will arise when operations applying in the syntati ompo-

nent proper interat with operations applying in some pre-syntati domain (e.g., the lexion),

and with operations in some post-syntati domain (PF, LF).

(1) Current minimalist model of grammar

PF LF

Syntax

Lexion

2. History

Pullum's (1979) generalizations:

Some operations apply in the syntax; other rules apply at interfaes (before of after syntax).

• Preyli (pre-syntati, lexion-oriented) operations will never be fed or bled by syn-

tati operations, and will always feed and bleed these.

• Postyli (post-syntati, phonology-oriented) operations will always be fed and bled by

yli (genuinely syntati) operations, and will always ounter-feed and ounter-bleed

these.

2.1. Preyli Operations

(2) Preyli Inorporation Hypothesis:

a. There exists a de�nable lass of inorporation rules having the funtion of amal-

gamating separate piees of initial struture material under a single derived lexial

node; examples are prediate raising (MCawley 1968b), Nominalization (ibid.),

Compound Formation (Newmeyer 1975), and various Noun Inorporation pro-

esses in agglutinative or polysyntheti languages.

b. Inorporation rules are universally preyli.

Note:

The domain of preyli rules bears a distant resemblane to what is nowadays known as
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a numeration. (So all of this is not neessarily about the lexion, but about another pre-

syntati omponent.)

(3) Prediate raising:

a. The brain surgeon made it possible for me to think again.

b. The brain surgeon enabled me to think again.

. [

S0

The brain surgeon ause [

S1

[

S2

for me to think again ℄ possible ℄℄

d. Assumption: enable replaes ause+possible (whih is derived by prediate

raising)

Observation (Newmeyer (1984)):

(i) Preyli prediate raising bleeds extraposition.

(ii) Extraposition is indeed unavailable in this ontext.

(iii) Therefore, prediate raising is preyli.

(4) What would happen if extraposition were to apply before prediate raising:

a. *The brain surgeon enabled it for me to think again.

b. S1: it possible for me to think again

However:

Ultimately, Pullum (1979) onludes that the Preyli Inorporation Hypothesis is to be

rejeted, and that it is �likely that there are no preyli rules in syntax at all.�

2.2. Postyli Operations

Observation:

Postyli rules an irumvent the Strit Cyle Condition (i.e., they an target properly

embedded positions).

2.2.1. A�x Hopping and VP Deletion

(5) Ernest wrote a novel and Claude did � too

Question:

Given that do-support applies only so as to provde a host for an otherwise unattahed in�e-

tional a�x, how an (5) be derived from (6-a)?

(6) a. Ernest wrote a novel and Claude wrote a novel too

b. Ernest past write a novel and Claude past write a novel too

Answer:

• (5) is derived from (6-b), with A�x Hopping applying after VP deletion.

• A�x Hopping annot simply be ordered after VP deletion in the syntax proper beause

this would give rise to a Strit Cyle Condition violation (A�x Hopping a�ets an

embedded struture).

• The problem vanishes if A�x Hopping applies postylially (in urrent terminology:

at PF), whereas VP deletion applies ylially, in the syntax.

• Thus, A�x Hopping ounter-bleeds do-support (and VP deletion feeds do-support).
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2.3. Preposition Deletion

(7) Deletion of P with CPs after ertain prediates:

a. I am absolutely sure [

PP

of it/that/what I told you ℄

b. *I am absolutely sure [

PP

� it/that/what I told you ℄

. *I am absolutely sure [

PP

of that God exists ℄

d. I am absolutely sure [

PP

� that God exists ℄

Observation:

Passive and tough-movement bleed preposition deletion.

(8) Passive:

a. They didn't agree on it.

b. They didn't agree (*on) that Jim should be the party leader.

. That Jim should be the party leader wasn't agreed on at the �rst ballot.

(9) Tough-Movement:

a. It is never easy to be sure of it.

b. It is never easy to be sure (*of) that Harold will do what he has promised.

. That Harold will do what he has promised is never easy to be sure of.

Assumption:

Preposiiton deletion is a postyli (in urrent terminology: PF-) operation.

(10) Hypothesis (Pullum (1979, 370)):

If any syntati rule R is phonologially onditioned, then R is postyli.

3. Interfae Levels: PF and LF

3.1. The Stylisti Component

Assumption:

Certain operations (like Heavy NP Shift, Extraposition, Srambling, et.) that do not seem

to interat with well-established syntati operations have been argued to apply in a separate

(later) stylisti omponent.

�If [the ordering ondition on post-verbal material in English℄ is to be put

into the grammar of English, it should be segregated from the normal

type of transformational rules, to whose output it applies, and plaed in

a omponent by itself, a omponent whih I tentatively propose to all

the stylisti omponent. [...℄ I an suggest two other rules that seem to

be likely andidates for inlusion in it. The �rst is the Srambling Rule

in Latin and in other �free word order� languages [...℄ The seond is the

ondition whih must be imposed on prenominal adjetives with respet

to their loseness to the noun they modify.

(Ross (1967, 3.1.1.3.3))

�Thus, among the PF-rules there may be rules of movement, rearrange-

ment, et., whih are sometimes alled �stylisti rules�.

(Chomsky (1981, 18))
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(11) Extraposition and the CNPC:

a. *[

DP1

Welhes

whih

Buh ℄

bookacc

hat

has

sie

shenom

dort

there

[

DP

einen

a

Mann

manacc

[

CP4

der3

whonom

C [

TP

t3

t1 gelesen

read

hatte ℄℄℄

had

getro�en ?

met

`For whih book is it the ase that she met a man there who had read it?'

b. *[

DP1

Welhes

whih

Buh ℄

bookacc

hat

has

sie

shenom

[

VP

[

VP

dort

there

[

DP

einen

a

Mann

manacc

t4 ℄

getro�en ℄

met

[

CP4

der3

whonom

C [

TP

t3 t1 gelesen

read

hatte ℄℄℄ ?

had

`For whih book is it the ase that she met a man there who had read it?'

Historial note:

For most of the operations that were at one point lassi�ed as �stylisti�, evidene has emerged

that they do interat with other syntati operations after all. For instane, this holds for

srambling in free word order languages.

(12) Srambling in German reates Freezing e�ets (i.e., bleeds extration):

a. Wo1

what

meinst

think

du

you

[

CP

t

′

1 dass

that

keiner

no-one

[

PP

t1 mit

with

℄

2

gerehnet

ounted

hat

has

℄ ?

b. *Wo1

what

meinst

think

du

you

[

CP

t

′

1 dass

that

[

PP

t1 mit

with

℄

2

keiner

no-one

t2 gerehnet

ounted

hat ℄ ?

has

(13) Freezing (Wexler & Culiover (1980)):

A moved item is a barrier for extration.

(14) Srambling in Hindi irumvents Weak Crossover e�ets (i.e., feeds bound variable

pronoun liensing) (Mahajan (1994)):

a. ?*Uske1

its

maalik-ne

authorerg

kOn sii kitaab1

whih book

pheNk

threw

dii

away

`*Whih book1 did its1 author throw away?'

b. kOn sii kitaab1

whih book

uske1

its

maalik-ne

author

t1 pheNk

threw

dii

away

`*Whih book1 did its1 author throw away?'

. ?*Uske1

its

maalik-ne

authorerg

sab kitaaben1

all books

pheNk

threw

dii

away

`*Its1 author threw away all the books'

d. sab kitaabeN1

all books

uske1

its

maalik-ne

author

t1 pheNk

threw

dii

away

`*All the books1, its1 author threw away'

(15) Constraint on Bound Variable Pronouns (Heim & Kratzer (1998)):

A pronoun that is interpreted as a bound variable must have an A-binder in syntax.

3.2. Head Movement at PF

Assumption (Chomsky (2001, 37-38)):

Head movement is not a syntati operation; it applies at PF.
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Arguments for head movement at PF:

1. �The intepretive burden is redued if, say, verbs are interpreted the same way whether

they remain in situ or raise to T or C [...℄ More generally, semanti e�ets of head

raising in the ore in�etional system are slight or nonexistent.�

2. It is unlear how one and the same type of feature (a �strong� feature, e.g.) an e�et

two di�erent operations, viz., XP movement and head movement. Why an, e.g., the

trigger for V-to-T movement not be satis�ed by VP-to-SpeT movement?

3. Head movement violates well-established syntati onstraints: The moved item does

not -ommand its trae, the Strit Cyle Condition is not respeted, and it annot

apply iteratively (assuming exorporation to be exluded).

Note:

The assumption that head movement does not have semanti e�ets has been disputed (see,

e.g., Grewendorf (2002), Lehner (2006), Haider (2010)), but it's worth noting that Chomsky's

observation that syntati head movement (oneived of as adjuntion to some other head)

is inherently ounter-yli, and that this problem with the Strit Cyle Condition goes away

if the operation takes plae at PF: This is more or less exatly as in Pullum's argumentation

above. Furthermore, an inability to feed semanti interpretation is exatly what one would

expet if head movement (as a PF operation) omes too late: By assumption, head movement

ounter-feeds interpretation.

3.3. PF Movement of XPs

Ref.: Sauerland & Elbourne (2002)

Assumption:

Certain kinds of movement an take plae either in the syntax or at PF. The latter aounts

for instanes of total reonstrution � the movement is invisible to LF. Thus, PF movement

ounter-feeds sope-taking.

(16) a. Total reonstrution only:

An austrian1 is likely t1 to win the gold medal

b. Partial reonstrution:

Whih relative of hers1 did every student1 invite t1 ?

3.3.1. British English Plural Agreement

(17) a. A northern team is likely to be in the �nal. ∃ > likely, likely > ∃

b. A northern team are likely to be in the �nal. ∃ > likely, *likely > ∃

. There is likely to be a northern team in the �nal.

d. *There are likely to be a northern team in the �nal.

Analysis:

1. This kind of speial agreement is not triggered by a morphosyntati [number℄ feature,

but by a semanti [mereology℄ feature (parts and wholes).

2. Agreement of T and a subjet DP an be e�eted by either movement of the subjet

DP to SpeT in the syntax, or by feature raising in the LF branh.
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3. Feature raising in the LF branh is not an option for the [mereology℄ feature (f. (17-d)).

4. Therefore, the only way for mereologial plural agreement to take plae is to have subjet

DP movement in the syntax (�in the stem�).

5. This preludes sope reversal (i.e., total reonstrution).

3.3.2. Barss' Generalization

(18) Barss's Generalization (Barss (1986), Lehner (1998), Sauerland & Elbourne (2002),

Bhatt & Dayal (2007), Neeleman & van de Koot (2010), Hek & Assmann (2012)):

A quanti�ed item in a moved remnant XP α annot take sope, via reonstrution,

over an item β that has undergone movement from α.

(19) Remant VP topialization and srambling in German:

a. Jedes

every

Buh

bookacc

hat

has

sie

shenom

einem

a

Studenten

studentdat

gegeben

given

∀ > ∃

b. [

VP2

Jedem

every

Studenten

studentdat

t1 gegeben ℄

given

hat

has

sie

shenom

[

DP1

ein

a

Buh ℄

bookacc

t2

*∀ > ∃, ∃ >∀

(20) Remnant wh-movement and A-movement in English:

[

AP2

How likely to t1 win ℄ is [

DP1

an Austrian ℄ t2 ?

an Austrian > likely, *likely > an Austrian

Analysis:

1. Wh-moved (more generally, A-bar moved) items permit partial reonstrution.

2. A-movement an take plae in the syntax (`stem').

3. This derives the reading where DP1 takes wide sope.

4. For the narrow sope reading of DP1, total reonstrution would be required, i.e., A-

movement at PF.

5. �At this point the standard assumption that movement in the stem preedes movement

in the branes of the derivation beomes relevant�: XP2 movement must preede DP1

movement.

6. However, movement of DP1 from a moved XP2 is impossible (Freezing, plus violation

of the -ommand requirement on movement).

7. Therefore, PF movement of DP1 is not an option; and onsequently, there an be no

narrow sope reading for DP1 (given that only total reonstrution an ahieve this).

3.3.3. Srambling and Sope in Japanese

(21) Rigid sope with multiple srambling (Yatushiro (1996)):

a. Dareka-ni

someonedat

daremo-o

everyoneacc

John-ga

Johnnom

syookaisita

introdued

someone > everyone, *everyone > someone
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b. Daremo-o

everyoneacc

dareka-ni

someonedat

John-ga

Johnnom

syookaisita

introdued

someone > everyone, everyone > someone

. Dareka-o

someoneacc

daremo-ni

everyonedat

John-ga

Johnnom

syookaisita

introdued

someone > everyone, everyone > someone

Analysis:

1. Srambling is feature-driven.

2. In ases of multiple srambling, the highest DP moves �rst (beause of Minimality).

3. A dative DP is initially higher than an ausative DP.

4. Sope reversal with srambling requires total reonstrution, i.e., PF movement of DP.

(So srambling an take plae either in the stem, or at PF.)

5. Option 1: Both DPdat and DPacc move in the syntax; DPdat moves �rst: no total

reonstrution available, DPdat takes wide sope.

6. Option 2: Both DPdat and DPacc move at PF; total reonstrution throughout, DPdat

takes wide sope.

7. Option 3: DPdat moves in the syntax, DPacc moves at PF; total reonstrution of DPacc

(irrelevantly), DPdat takes wide sope.

8. Option 4: DPacc moves in the syntax, DPdat moves at PF; this would yield total reon-

strution of DPdat, and therefore sope reversal. However, suh a derivation is impossible

beause stem movement preedes PF movement, and it must be the highest DPdat that

moves �rst.

3.4. Deponent Verbs at PF

Ref.: Embik (2000) on Latin deponents

(22) Regular and deponent verbs

regere (`rule') hort	ar

	

i (`urge')

at pass at pass

pres ind regit regitur hort	atur �

pres inf regere reg

	

i hort	ar

	

i �

prf ind r	exit r	etus est hort	atus est �

ptp perf � r	etus hort	atus �

supine r	etum � hort	atum �

part pres reg	ens � hort	ans �

Two approahes, eah with two possible soures of [pass℄:

1. [pass℄ may be present in syntax, triggering passive morphology and interpretation, or

may be inserted after syntax, where it still triggers passive morphology (by late insertion
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of morphologial exponents) but omes too late to trigger passive syntax (or interpre-

tation → ounter-feeding). (Problem: deponeny realization feeds head movement, but

there is no post-syntati movement. Solution:)

2. [pass℄ may show up in two di�erent positions: With regular passivization, it is part of a

funtional head (triggering passive syntax and intepretation). With deponents, it shows

up on a root, where subatgorization information and interpretation are not a�eted.

Morphologial realization of [pass℄ proeeds uniformly.

3.5. Slavi Numerals and Agreement at PF

Ref.: Watanabe (2012)

Question:

Why do subjets with a numeral of 5 or higher trigger default singular agreement in some

Slavi languages?

Answer:

This is due to a ounter-feeding relation between [singular℄ assignment and subjet-prediate

agreement.

(23) Default agreement in Czeh:

T¥h

thesegen.pl

p¥t

�ve

hezkýh

beautifulgen.pl

dívek

girlsgen.pl

jelo

traveledneut.sg

Analysis:

Assignment of [±singular℄ is assumed to be post-syntati in this ontext, whereas agreement

is assumed to be part of narrow syntax; so [±singular℄ assignment annot feed agreement.

Like other post-syntati operations manipulating features, [singular℄ assignment takes plae

before morphologial realization; this aounts for plural marking on the subjet. However,

[±singular℄ assignment, on this view, omes too late to valuate the number feature of the

in�eted verb via agreement; therefore we get default agreement.
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